ROSE WINE
175.ML.

BOTTLED

ROSÉ DOMAINE COSTE, VIN DE PAYS DES CÔTES DE THONGUE, FRANCE
Palish pink in colour, with a plump, dry palate and ﬂavours of strawberry and
blackberry.
Fresh and round with good length.

6.95

29.00

POGGIO ALTO PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ, VENETO, ITALY
With a delicate pale pink colour and an elegant nose of acacia ﬂowers, this
light-bodied dry
rosé is delightfully refreshing

7.95

29.50

WHISPERING ANGEL, COTES DE PROVENCE ROSE, CAVES D'ESCLANS,
FRANCE
The palest of pale pinks, this delicate rosé offers a core of pretty stone fruit with
some herbal
notes. The palate is dry but smooth-textured, with an appetising mineral ﬁnish

SPARKLING WINE & CHAMPAGNE
PROSECCO EXTRA DRY, CA’ DEL CONSOLE, VENETO, ITALY
A classic Prosecco with aromas of wine peach, pear and ﬂower. The plate is fresh,
not too dry, and clean as a whistle all the way through to the sparkling ﬁnish
PROSECCO EXTRA DRY, CA’ DEL CONSOLE, VENETO, ITALY / 20 ml

49.00

BOTTLED

31.95

10.95

ROSE DE`SALICI BRUTI, VENETO, ITALY
A charming pastel pink colour aroma of red fruit and pears and a refreshing red
cherry plate are lifted by a ﬁne, delicate sparkle

36.00

CHAMPAGNE DRAPPIER BRUT LER CRU, FRANCE
Delicate aromas of peach, Elegant, concentrated and ﬁnesse!

50.50

CHAMPAGNE BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVEE, FRANCE
A full-bodied Champagne of great class. Delightful pale gold in colour persistent
mousse

80.00

CHAMPAGNE LAURENT-PERRIER ROSE, FRANCE
Salmon pink in the glass with full raspberry and cherry notes carried on a long
stream of ﬁne bubbles

96.00

SPIRITS
Single

Double

Tanqueray

3.95

6.95

Bombay

3.95

6.95

Pink Gin

3.95

6.95

Hendricks

4.95

7.95

Smirnoff

3.95

6.95

Grey Goose

4.95

7.95

Jameson

3.95

6.95

Jameson Black Barrrel

4.95

7.90

Woodford Reserve

3.95

6.95

Glenﬁddich

5.95

8.90

Jack Daniel’s

3.95

6.90

Bacardi White

3.95

6.95

Captain Morgan Spiced
Rum

3.95

6.95

Sailer Jerry

3.95

6.95

Courvoiser

4.95

7.95

Southern Comfort

4.95

7.95

Turkish Raki

4.95

7.95

35 cl / £45

70 cl / £85

Turkish Raki (Bottle)

BEERS
Cowcatcher (Ale) (500ml)

5.95

Pale Ale (500 ml)

5.95

Efes Draft / Turkish lager (500 ml)

5.95

Bomonti Fabrika / Turkish lager (500 ml)

5.95

Peroni (330 ml)

4.45

SOFT DRINKS
Sprite / Fanta

2.95

Coke / Diet Coke / Coke Zero

2.95

Cherry Juice

2.95

Large Sparkling / Still Water

4.50

Fresh Orange Juice

4.50

Small Still / Sparkling Water

2.95

RED WINE

PINOT NOIR, JOIE DE VIGNE GRENACHE, VANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON, FRANCE

175.ML.

BOTTLED

6.95

27.50

7.95

32.95

6.95

27.50

7.75

30.00

7.25

30.90

A juicy, medium boded wine combining the soft raspberry and strawberry character of Grenache with
the bright cherry fruit and floral aromatics of Pinot Noir

YAKUT, ANATOLIA, TURKEY
Mocha and chocolate with dark berry flavours are complemented by spicy undertones; the mouthfeel
is soft elegant, with fine length on the finish.

DIREN COLLECTION, KALECIK KARASI, ANATOLIA, TURKEY
This plump, juicy, unoaked red wine made from Turkey's own Kalecik Karasi grape combine rich,
ripe, cherry, red berry and floral aromas with a dry yet supple, medium-weight, full-textured palate.

MERLOT, MORANDE ESTATE RESERVE – MAIPO VALLEY, CHILE
Elegant, complex and aromatic on the nose, full of red fruit and sweet spices. Medium-bodied with an
elegant, juicy mouthfeel; long and round on the finish.

SHIRAZ, BABYLON'S PEAK, SWARTLAND, SOUTH AFRICA
Mocha and chocolate with dark berry flavours are complemented by spicy undertones; the mouthfeel
is soft elegant, with fine length on the finish.

MALBEC FINCA PERDRIEL, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA

36.00

A ripe, succulent wine offering aromas of violets, spice and tobacco. Around, mouth-filling palate,
flavours of berry fruit and a persistent finish.

PROMESA RIOJA RESERVA, FAMILIA MARTINEZ BUJANDA, RIOJA, SPAIN

46.00

Delicious velvety Rioja which, after five years maturing, is showing its sophisticated savoury side as
well as rich berry fruit and subtle oak influence.

PÈPPOLI CHIANTI CLASSICO – SINGLE VINEYARD, MARCHESI ANTINORI, ITALY

48.00

Intense red fruit aromas are offset by delicate notes of vanilla and chocolate. Pleasantly lingering with
a fresh, vibrant feel in the mouth.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON, NORTH COAST, BUENA VISTA, UNITED STATES

49.00

Medium weight, with upfront flavours of blackberry, blackcurrant and cherry, followed by hints of
clove and spicy black pepper. Plush, velvety tannins flood the luxurious finish.

CHÂTEAU MUSAR RED – CABERNET/CARIGNAN/CINSAULT, LEBANON

61.00

It is a very intense and concentrated wine, it’s full of volume and characterised by forest and black
fruits with elegant spice. The tannins are soft and juicy and it has a lengthy finish

BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO, PIAN DELLE VIGNE, FAMIGLIA ANTINORI, ITALY
Complex, generous nose with ripe aromas of cherries and raspberries, light tobacco notes and hints of
coffee and cocoa powder. Multi-layered structure with a nicely rounded texture and elegant fruit
leading to a very long finish.

86.90

WHITE WINE

JOIE DE VIGNE – MARSENNE / VERMENTINO, FRANCE

175.ML.

BOTTLED

6.95

27.50

6.95

27.50

7.95

32.95

7.25

31.50

7.25

32.50

A zesty aromatic white combining aromas and flavours of citrus fruit, pineapple and white
flowers with a ripe subtly textured palate and dry finish.

DIREN COLLECTION NARINCE, ANATOLIA, TURKEY
This crisp, elegant, wine made from 100% Narince grapes is left unoaked to give full expression
to its fresh, zesty floral aromas and flavours of citrus, green apple and ripe plum

CANKAYA, ANATOLIA, TURKEY
The favourite white wine of Turkey, is produced from Emir, Narince and Sultana grapes
carefully selected from Anatolian vineyards. Lively buttery, delicious with persistent and
intense fruit flavours.

PINOT GRIGIO, CASTEL FIRMIAN, TRENTINO, ITALY
Very clean, nicely balanced Pinot Grigio, with a gentle floral aroma, good medium weight in the
mouth, and refreshing finish.

SAUVIGNON BLANC, MORANDE, ONE TO ONE ESTATE RESERVE, CHILE
This complex Sauvignon Blanc offers layered aromas of grapefruit, lime and gooseberry, lifted

PICPOUL DE PINET BEAUVIGNAC, LANGUEDOC ROUSSILLON, FRANCE

33.95

Elegent aromas of citrus, pear and white flowers and crisp, mineral plate ideally suited to
seafood

SAUVIGNON BLANC, MAHI MARLBOROUGH, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

40.00

Musky aromas and flavors of lemon-lime, pepper and herbs, plus a subtle suggestion of ripe
peach. Plush and broad but with harmonious spicy, grapefruit notes giving the wine lift.

GAVI DI GAVI LA MEIRANA. BRUNO BROGLIA, PIEDMONT, ITALY

46.00

Great texture and precision, with distinctive greengage and almond notes on the palate. Fresh
and dry, this is particularly characterful Gavi.

SANCERRE DOMAINE CHERRIER, LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE

48.00

Fresh citrus on the nose, with a palate of melon and stone fruit balanced with subtle grassy
notes and some bright minerality.

CHASSAGNE-MONTRACHET, DOMAINE PHILIPPE COLIN, BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Generous and accessible, with delicious pear, apple and white peach fruit, underpinned by
mineral precision and lifted by some floral notes. A flavoursome, concentrated Chassagne that
demonstrates the quality of the white Burgundies.

90.00

